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Dear Mr. Rossley:I apologize for the delay in responding to you.  I can send you a copy of the Lopez Report -- 

there is no charge (at quick glance it is approximately 200 pages.)  If it is available on-line, I do not know about 

it.  We do not have a web site, so any on-line services related to assassination documents are made available 

by private researchers and groups.We do not usually provide copies of documents simply because the 

documents, once released, are sent to the National Archives for inclusion in the JFK Collection.  But when we 

happen to retain copies, I am happy to pass them along to interested parties.If you are interested, I can place 

you on our mailing list (e-mail or regular) and you will receive updates on Board decisions and document 

releases.  Just let me know.In the meantime, as soon as you provide me with your mailing address, I will put a 

copy of the Lopez Report in the mail for you.Again, sorry for the delay -- thank you for your 

patience!Sincerely,Eileen SullivanTo:	Eileen_Sullivan @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRB)From:	Tomnln @ aol.com @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANT   Date:	08/17/97 04:51:17 PM 

ASTSubject:	LOPEZ REPORTDear Ms. Sullivan;At this point in time i'm in the stage of asking questions. I will be 

veryappreciative for any response from you with answers.1)  Is it possible to get a copy of the "Lopez Report" 

from  the ARRB?2)  How many pages does it consist of?3)  Can it be ordered "on-line"?4)  What is the cost per 

page for documents obtained from ARRB?5)  Is payment by; Money Order/Cashier's Check/Personal 

Check/Credit Card?I apologize if I'm being a burden to you.  But, if you can steer me towardsany "specific 

documents"  Again you would have my un-dying gratitude.My primary interests are in the areas of:"MINOX 

CAMERA""SYLVIA ODIO" (Dallas) vs  DURAN/AZCUE  (Mexico City)I already have the WR w/26 vols.I already 

have the HSCA Report w/ 12 JFK vols.     With deep appreciation in advance;                   Respectfully,    Tom 

Rossley        e-mail:  tomnln@aol.com 
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